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A myth about Shakespeare’s language? 

• Universal characters, emotions, themes ... language??

“Shakespeare has given us a universal language medium in which 
are crystalized the battle hymns, the intellectual conceptions and 
the spiritual aspirations of the Anglo-Saxons.” 

(Rutherford, N.J. and Bennett, E.H., 1918-1922, English Speaking World, Vol.2 
(8): 14)

• No dictionary has treated Shakespeare’s language as relative, 
i.e. put Shakespeare’s usage in the context of that of his 
contemporaries.



Good

Crystal & Crystal 2004: 201-202. 



Good

Crystal & Crystal (2004:201-202): 

(1) [intensifying use] real, genuine (‘love no man in good earnest’). 
(2) kind, benevolent, generous.

(3) kind, friendly, sympathetic. 

(4) amenable, tractable, manageable. 

(5) honest, virtuous, honourable. 

(6) seasonable, appropriate, proper. 

(7) just, right, commendable. 

(8) intended, right, proper. 

(9) high-ranking, highborn, distinguished. 

(10) rich, wealthy, substantial.



Good (= 3507)



Bad

Crystal & Crystal 2004: 30. 



Bad (= 340)

PER, I. 0.

PER, I. 0.



Bad in King Lear (= 20)



Bad in King Lear (= 20)

Speaker
No. words for 
Speaker

No. hits for 
Speaker

Freq. per 1000 
words

Edgar 1730 9 5.2

Oswald 622 1 1.6

Gloucester 3004 4 1.3

Cordelia 965 1 1

Albany 983 1 1

Regan 1628 1 0.6

Lear 6800 3 0.4



Edgar (soliloquy): Yet better thus, and known to be contemned,
Than still contemned and flattered, to be worst:
The lowest, and most dejected thing of Fortune,
Stands still in, lives not in fear:
The lamentable change is from the best,
The worst returns to laughter. Welcome then,
Thou unsubstantial air that I embrace:
The Wretch that thou hast blown unto the worst,
Owes nothing to thy blasts.

[…]
Old Man: How now, who's there?
Edgar (aside): Who is it can say I am at the worst?

I am worse than ever I was.
Old Man: Tis poor mad Tom.
Edgar (aside): And worse I may be yet: the worst is not,

So long as we can say this is the worst.
[…]
Edgar (aside): How should this be?

Bad is the Trade that must play Fool to sorrow
Angering itself, and others.

(KL, IV. 1)



Do the word-
networks of 
good, bad, ill
and evil
overlap? Are 
there strong 
links 
amongst 
them?
(ill = 120)
(evil = 21)



Does Shakespeare’s usage reflect that 
of his contemporaries? A glance at 
collocates in EEBO 1560-1640

Good
(= 577,864)

Bad
(= 28,137)

Evil
(= 61,561)

Ill
(= 46,366)

Works
Cheer
Evil
Advisement
Hap
Deeds
Sooth
Wallace
Readers
Christian

Bad
Witch
Adieu
Worse
Good
Dealing
Success
Humours
Usage
News

Dooers
Willers
Concupiscences
Conditioned
Speakers
Livers
Adulteries
Cogitations
Favoured
Eschew

Favouredly
Willers
Hap
Favoured
Conditioned
Beseeming
Speed
Presage
Husbandry
Entreated



Concluding remarks

• We hope we have shown:

– Shakespeare’s language is relative, as is all language.

– Our approach to meanings is very different from the 
traditional dictionary approach.



Concluding remarks

• Regarding good, bad and related words in Shakespeare:

– Good has a central role in social interaction, reflecting the dialogic 
nature of plays.

– Good and bad both have senses that orientate to (Christian) 
morality/ideology (even stronger in wider EModE, especially good).

– Evil and ill are only loosely connected to good and bad in 
Shakespeare (but in wider EModE good and evil are connected, often 
by contrast).

– Good-bad-news connection seems to be a playwriting feature, 
creating dramatic tension (wider EModE shows bad-news
connection; good-bad are also connected, but not through news).

– Bad-worse-worst connection seems to be a playwriting feature, 
indicating a sense of spiralling decline, e.g. in Edgar’s self-talk.
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